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Keeping up with the changing eComms landscape 
With the increasing scrutiny on corporate behaviour 
and a greater focus on individual accountability, 
organisations across different sectors need to enhance 
their electronic communications (‘eComms’) compliance 
programmes. Regulatory, audit, tax, logistics, HR and 
governance are amongst a host of reasons to capture 
different communication channels. This comes at a 
time when organisations face increased sanctions and 
resulting fines for not having the proper capture and 
surveillance procedures of eComms in place.

Internal and external business communications are 
no longer limited to just email, with organisations now 
using a broad range of platforms, services, and formats, 
many of which fall within the scope of eComms.  Market 
regulations often mandate that any communication, 
which may result in business activities, should be 
captured, retained, and ultimately, monitored for market 
and conduct risks.  This now includes all messages 
(including the use of audio, video, images and emojis) 
sent across corporate collaboration platforms, mobile 
instant messaging and even social media.
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Our solutions
Navigating through the challenges

At Deloitte, we have developed a comprehensive approach to helping clients understand their risks, evaluate the 
scope and scale of eComms platforms in operation and implement robust capture and monitoring frameworks to 
enable them to meet their obligations and mitigate the risk of transaction disputes. 

eComms maturity assessments: enabling clients to identify gaps in processes, controls and governance, and 
providing recommendations for enhancements across their compliance risk management framework. 

Effectiveness reviews: working with our clients to reduce risk and improve the performance of their eComms 
compliance processes through a calibrated effectiveness review. 
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Analytics
Identify opportunities to leverage technology and analytics to enhance your compliance monitoring 
strategy (e.g., proactive monitoring of high-risk areas) and optimise operational cost/risk

Investigations
Ability to respond to investigations (internal and regulatory driven) in a complete and timely manner, minimising 
operational cost/risk)

Regulatory Compliance
Support compliance with regulatory record keeping and reporting requirements and minimise the risk of financial and 
reputational damage

Identify Risk 
Increase accuracy and completeness of risk identification across all key communication channels in-line with your 
risk profiles and key risk indicators (KRIs)

Investigations
Ability to respond to investigations (internal and regulatory driven) in a complete and timely manner, 
minimising operational cost/risk

Analytics
Identify opportunities to leverage technology and analytics to enhance your compliance monitoring strategy 
(e.g., proactive monitoring of high-risk areas) and optimise operational cost/risk)

Metadata and data 
enrichment used to 
tailor terms to specific
risk taxonomies.

Risk tailored search
parameters designed 
to identify areas 
of concern.

Enhance
Reviews

Formalised decision based
testing and adoption
process, supporting 
effective resourcing.

Reduced false positive
volumes, enabling efficient 
use of resources for 
research & investigations.

Reduce labour 
intensive processes 
and high volumes to 
maximise resources.

Condense legacy 
lexicons and 
streamline review 
processes.

Increase risk identification 
within various 
communications data.

Leverage metadata and 
data enrichment to 
increase data insights.

Reduce
Noise

Effectiveness reviews
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Capability enhancements: supporting clients to adopt existing metadata and AI capabilities to maximise the 
efficacy and effectiveness of their existing monitoring activities.

AI CLUSTERING
AI clustering is a form of unsupervised 
machine learning where documents 
are grouped together based on similar 
content and/or keyword terms. This 
technique can be used to identify 
outliers within small clusters of 
documents and used to prioritise 
alerts for review.

GENERATE TARGETED ALERTS FROM 
AN INDIVIDUALS’ BAHAVIOUR
Combining patterns of activity with an 
understanding of typical business 
behaviours can support the monitoring 
process in multiple ways.
Example 1: Metadata driven 
risk-based alerting
An alert is raised regardless of the 
message content.
• Factor 1: Message had a change of 

language part way through.
• Factor 2: Message sent outside of the 

insider group using BCC or outside of 
normal business hours.

• Factor 3: Chats between non related 
departments with low number
of participants.

• Factor 4: Known high risk individuals 
due to roles and responsibilities.

Example 2: Generate risk scores for 
communications
• Generate more accurate alerts by 

combining several content and 
metadata factors into a risk score.

• Use the risk scores alongside reviewer 
closure codes to prioritise the review 
of future alerts, or where applicable 
auto-close alerts.

COMBINE METADATA AND LEXICONS
The use of metadata alongside targeted 
lexicons can be an effective way to refine 
alerts and reduce the volume of false 
positives.
Examples:
• Old approach: Benchmark related 

lexicons are applied to the entire 
population of monitored individuals.

• New approach: Benchmark related 
lexicons are 
only applied over communications 
belonging to specific individuals and 
during high risk fixing periods.

DETECT PATTERNS IN METADATA
• Analyse the distribution metadata to 

identify outliers within patterns of 
communication.

• The outliers could be indicators of 
misconduct and used in ad-hoc 
investigations or as part of a process 
to create new alert rules.

IDENTIFY KEY TYPES OF METADATA
What metadata do I have?
Examples:
• Metadata that is readily available in most 

monitoring systems
Examples: Time of day, Day of week, Participants

• Metadata derived from attributes extracted 
from communications and business systems
Examples: Participant count, Encryption, Location, 
Conversation influence, Speech rate, Language

• Metadata that is generated as part of the 
monitoring process
Examples: Effectiveness of lexicons, Time to close 
alert, Reviewer overturn rate

Leveraging Metadata
and Ai Clustering to
Improve + Enhance
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Strategy and 
methodology 
development
• Monitoring strategy 

and scope
• Buy vs. managed 

service
• Playbook 

development

Capability Enhancements
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Data ingestion, 
augmentation, 
and processing
• Text extraction/OCR
• Additional 

data integration
• Search indexing
• Keyword application

Analytics & 
monitoring

Supplemental analytics
• Review/model performance monitoring
• Defensibility KPIs and analysis
• Risk area monitoring

• Priority communication patterns
• Key concepts trends
• Executive dashboards

Monitor platform

Deloitte led,
Client supported

Client led,
Deloitte optional

Text 
categorisation

Concept
clustering

Comms
mapping

Tech-assisted
review

Natural 
Language
Processing

Latent
semantic 
indexing

Machine 
learning

Relevance
ranking

Strategy and 
methodology 
development
• Monitoring strategy 

and scope
• Buy vs. managed service
• Playbook development

Compliance review 
and analysis
• Document review 

and issue coding
• Information exploration 

and analysis
• Feedback loop to

refine model

Incident management 
and remediation
• Issue escalation to 

the business
• Coordination with 

investigations team
• Resolution, 

remediation and 
close-out activities

Technology deployments: partnering with market leading eComms compliance provider to deliver an AI-enabled 
monitoring solution with demonstrable benefits in the identification of misconduct and market abuse related issues.

Technology Deployments

Why Deloitte?
At Deloitte, we have a deep understanding of the global regulatory environment – from government and financial 
regulators through to internal best practices – and how it applies to eComms compliance. We work as one global 
network and are able to provide timely and accurate support at a local as well as international level. 

Our technology services, delivered through our experienced data specialists, help clients to more effectively identify, 
collect, and process data from a wide range of eComms data channels across email, messaging, voice and many more. 
Supporting them in complying with their regulatory and business needs. 

Examples include delivering an enhancement review of a lexicon-based eComms monitoring solution which produced 
a reduction in over 50% of false positive alerts; or a completeness and accuracy review of an eComms compliance 
platform which found that over 80% of communications were not being correctly captured and ingested into the 
client’s systems.

Our data specialists are also able to support the deployment and use of AI technology. When paired with our 
monitoring managed service, we are able to cover all communications systems to quickly identify and provide a 
resolution into misconduct and market abuse related issues. 
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